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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Refer to the exhibit. Which Cisco IOS SIP profile is valid for copying value from the "Diversion"
header to the "From" header in a SIP INVITE message?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
E. Option
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement about the integration of ISE with Cisco Prime Infrastructure version 2.2 is
true?
A. When two instances of ISE are added to Cisco Prime Infrastructure. One must be working in
secondary mode.
B. Cisco Prime Infrastructure can display ISE profiling attributes for authenticated and un
authenticated clients.
C. Cisco Prime Infrastructure can collect client authentication details from upto three
configured ISE servers.
D. ISE can be added to Cisco Prime Infrastructure only using user credentials of admin user
configured locally on ISE.
Answer: A
Explanation:
A maximum of two ISEs can be added toPrime Infrastructure. If you add two ISEs, one should
be primary and the other should be standby. When you are adding a standalone node, you can
add only one standalone node and cannot add a second node.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/net_mgmt/prime/infrastructure/2-2/user/guide/pi_ug/

setup_monitor.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Of the following VPN Community options, which is most likely to provide a balance between IKE
compatibility to VPN-capable devices (Check Point and non-Check Point) and preserving
resources on the R71 Gateway? VPN tunnel sharing per:
A. pair of hosts, no permanent tunnels, Diffie-Hellman Group 1 for Phase 1.
B. subnet, permanent tunnels, Diffie-Hellman Group 1 for Phase 1.
C. pair of hosts, permanent tunnels, Diffie-Hellman Group 2 for Phase 1.
D. subnet, no permanent tunnels, Diffie-Hellman Group 2 for Phase 1.
Answer: D
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